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Yiddish Songs & Holocaust Memorials

89th Annual Fried Marcus Memorial Lecture

DENVER CO

Cover copyright of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.

Power of Good: "...will introduce the inspiring film, "Nicholas Winton: The Children," and will discuss the experiences of one of Winton's friends, Constanze Will. World War II finding foster home for each of them in the United Kingdom. Nicholas Winton, who arranged the saving of 669 Czech children during World War II, will receive the amazing and little-known story of his activities."

The 2009 lecture will feature the amazing and little-known story of Fried Marcus, for whom this Holocaust lecture series is named, spent the war years in Shanghai, China.

About Fried Marcus, 5/16/24-6/25/02

Thank you for your support and participation.

For more information, visit:

www.friedmarcusmemoriallecture.com

Schools, organizations and church groups.

Educators: the Holocaust is mandated as part of the curriculum in many states. Educators can learn more about the Holocaust by visiting the website at www.friedmarcusmemoriallecture.com.

All those who donate to the Fried Marcus Holocaust Lecture Project receive:

A letter of commendation from Colorado's Attorney General

Many nutritious snacks and meal services

Seven bi-lingual brochures - Graphic Design/WEB Design

The University of Denver for hosting the program

The faculty and staff of the Center for Judaic Studies and the Holocaust Awareness Initiative

All of our donors who make this program a reality.
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VHUDISH SONGS AND HOLOCAUST MEMORIES:

Kosher wine and cheese reception to follow the presentation.

University of Denver, Discoll Student Center, North 2nd Floor.

Locate at 600 E. 16th Ave. and race in the
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